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ARCHER XTREME™ CARBON CARNIVORE C4 DOES MORE WITH LESS 

The Carbon Carnivore C4 is Strong, Lightweight and Silent — A Deadly Combination For Precision Shooting  
 

Archers – set your ʻsightsʼ on the new Carbon Carnivore C4 sight, an ʻxtremelyʼ lightweight and virtually indestructible 
sight from the innovators at Archer Xtreme™.  Thanks to its 100 percent machined carbon fiber construction, itʼs lighter 
and tougher than any other sight on the market, plus offers natural vibration reduction — a killer combination that keeps 
important shots on target and archers at the top of the food chain.  

 
The AXT Carbon Carnivore C4 is carefully machined from solid 6061 T6 aluminum, for the ultimate in craftsmanship and 
precision. It is then banded with 100 percent 3K carbon fiber on the bracket and two-inch sight housing. It is this 
innovative design that gives the Carbon Carnivore C4 its precise targeting capabilities other manufacturers envy. 
However, lesser known, but to greater advantage for archers is carbonʼs natural ability to reduce vibration. The Carbon 
Carnivore C4ʼs natural vibration reduction is enhanced with the addition of AXTʼs Vibration Absorbing Coat. The V.A.C. 
provides a thin, clear layer of rubber that dampens small amounts of vibration for a quieter and smoother shot. 
 
The 3K C.B.R. (Carbon Bracket Ridge) houses the four .019” Ultra Super-Flex fiber-optic pins. Each pin provides a clear 
and bright aim point for eyes of all ages (and in any light) thanks to AXTʼs F.H. (Fiber Harness) technology. The F.H. 
technology incorporates 11 inches of fiber optics to channel an ample amount of light to the end of the pin without 
creating a halo effect that would hinder precision aiming on the range or in the field.  
 
While fiber optics are the Achillesʼ heel of many sights, the AXT Carbon Carnivore C4 is constructed with C.C.P. Center 
Core Pins, which are crafted from stainless steel tubes that house the fiber optic and provide the strength and reliability 
necessary for the most demanding back country bow hunts. The design of the AXT Carbon Carnivore C4 also ensures 
an absolute-zero pin gap that guarantees it will handle any speed bow, whether it was produced yesterday, today or 
anything the industry may envision for the future. 
 
Whether you are set to shoot the tournament winning arrow or the shot of a lifetime at a monster buck, the Carbon 
Carnivore C4 from AXT will be ready no matter the conditions or terrain. The Carbon Carnivore C4 reversible bracket 
design ensures the bubble level will always be visible. However, visibility is only worthwhile with accuracy and the 
Carbon Carnivore C4 excels in this category by offering both 2nd and 3rd axis leveling adjustments. 

 
Other stand out features that make the AXT Carbon Carnivore C4 rise above the competition include the RH/LH 
reversing bracket, rear LED deployment, laser marking for both windage and elevation and a full lifetime warranty. The 
AXT Carbon Carnivore C4 is available in Blackout Carbon to complement any bow while remaining practically invisible 
to prey during the hunt.  
 
For more information on the Archer Xtreme Carbon Carnivore C4 or Archer Xtremeʼs full selection of high-performance 
sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 
59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
   
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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